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A Simplified Proof of DDL < DL* 
JERZY TIURYN 
Institute of Mathematics, University of Warsaw, Poland 
A simplified proof of the result stating that deterministic dynamic logic is strictly 
weaker (with respect to expressive power) than dynamic logic of regular programs 
is given. This is a combinatorial proof, the main technical part of which may be of 
interest in its own. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Investigation of the role nondeterminism plays in logics of programs 
began in 1981 (cf. Meyer and Tiuryn, 1984) where it was shown that non- 
determinism does not increase the expressive power of a logic based on 
effective definitional schemes (cf. Friedman, 1971, for the latter notion). A 
similar result was shown in (Tiuryn and Urzyczyn, 1983) for weaker classes 
of program schemes: jlowcharts with one algebraic stack and floeharts with 
algebraic arrays. 
The first result showing that nondeterminism may increase the expressive 
power was in (Berman, Halpern, and Tiuryn, 1982) for flowcharts. The 
same result was independently discovered in (Stolboushkin and Taitslin, 
1983). The above two proofs essentially differ as to the methods they 
exploit. The former proof uses a combinatorial argument in counting the 
number of nodes which are reachable during any computation of a deter- 
ministic flowchart in T(n), the full binary tree in depth n. The crucial 
property proved is that this number can be bounded by a polynomial in n. 
This property is further used to construct for every finite set K of deter- 
ministic flowcharts an infinite tree structure T such that any program in K 
is able to construct only a constant (i.e., independent of the input) number 
of values in any computation in T. We refer to this property of K and T by 
saying that K unwinds in T. From this point it is a routine matter to derive 
that dynamic logic of deterministic flowcharts (DDL) is strictly less 
expressive than dynamic logic of nondeterministic flowcharts (DL). 
The proof given in (Stolboushkin and Taitslin, 1983), however, starts 
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with an infinite tree-like structure T about which the authors show that 
every deterministic flowcharts unwinds in T. This structure is derived from 
an infinite group G such that the equation x7” = 1 is true in G and G has a 
two-element set of generators. Existence of such groups follows from a very 
deep result in group theory due to Adian (1979) (see also Novikov and 
Adian, 1968 ). 
Investigation of unwind property for various classes of program schemes 
led P. Urzyczyn in his P. D. thesis in 1983 to construction of another tree- 
like algebra with unwind property for all deterministic flowcharts (cf. 
Urzyczyn, 1983). This construction, however, is more complicated than the 
previous one since he is using only combinatorial tools. 
The next class of program schemes for which nondeterministism 
increases the expressive power of logic is the class of flowcharts with one 
binary stack (semantically the same as context-free programs or parameter- 
less recursiue procedures). This result was obtained by Stolboushkin (1983) 
and independently by Berman (1983) (the latter paper contains an 
erroneous claim that this proof carries over to flowcharts with one 
algebraic stack). Both proofs use Adian’s theorem as the main tool. Yet 
another proof of the same result is given in Kfoury (1985). The method 
used in the latter paper resembles a pumping argument and it should be 
regarded as a refinement of the method discovered by P. Urzyczyn. 
All the above mentioned proofs of DDL < DL were given for the 
similarity type consisting of two unary function symbols. Before proceeding 
further we would like to make two remarks which justify the importance of 
this result. The first is that for weaker similarity type (one unary function 
symbol with possibly some predicate symbols) the statement DDL < DL is 
equivalent to DSPACE(n) #NSPACE(n) (if there are no predicate sym- 
bols in the similarly type) or to DSPACE(log n) # NSPACE(log n), if there 
is at least one predicate symbol in the language). This equivalence is 
indicated in (Tiuryn and Urzyczyn, 1983). Second, it immediately follows 
from DDL < DL that for the above-mentioned similarity type flowcharts 
have strictly less computational power than recursive procedures-a result 
which does not follow from the pebbling argument since all terms in this 
language can be pebbled with one pebble. 
The aim of this paper is to give a simple proof of DDL < DL. We follow 
the main idea of the proof included in (Berman, Halpern, and Tiuryn, 
1982) i.e., the counting argument, but we use a different way of counting. 
Among the benefits we encounter a simpler shape of the proof (i.e., a 
difficult to follow induction on several parameters in the original proof is 
completely removed now), and a better and explicitly given upper bound in 
Theorem 1 below, which is the crucial combinatorial lemma of the proof. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is essentially the same as in (Berman, Halpern, 
and Tiuryn, 1982). It is included here for sake of completeness. 
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In the next section we introduce all necessary notions and state the main 
results (Theorems 1 and 2). Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to proofs of these 
theorems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULTS 
We fix throughout the paper the similarity type (J consisting of two unary 
function symbols 0, 1. Arguments for these function symbols we write on 
the left. Thus xl01 is to be understood as (((x)1)0)1. 
N= (0, 1, . ..} stands for the set of all nonnegative integers. For every 
n E N, N, is the set N, = { 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }. In particular, N, is the empty set. 
For a set X, 1x1 denotes the cardinality of X For a sequence w, 1 w( denotes 
the length of w. For i< [WI, wi is the ith element of w. X* stands for the set 
of all finite sequences over X. 
Every subset A E (0, 1 }* we treat as a a-algebra in the following way. 
The carrier of this algebra is A, for w  E A we define 
ifwOEA; 
otherwise. 
(w)l is defined similarly. 
In this paper we will be interested only in a-algebras constructed in the 
above-mentioned way. We refer to such an algebra by indicating its carrier. 
We will be particularly interested in computations over a-algebras T(n) = 
{WE (0, l}* I IwI Gn}, for n.5N. 
Deterministicflowcharts, DF, are program schemes built up from atomic 
statements (2.1)-(2.3) with the help of composition, subject to the usual 
rules. 
The following are atomic statements: 
(2.1) I: xi := xjw, I’; 
(2.2) I: if xi = xi then 1’ else I”‘; 
(2.3) 1: Halt; 
where 1, I’, I” EN are labels, w  E (0, 1 }*, xi, xi are program registers 
(variables). 
The label I in statements (2.1)-(2.3) is called the entry label of that 
statement, while the labels I’, I” in (2.1), (2.2) are called the exit labels. 
Formally, a deterministic flowchart is a finite sequence of atomic 
statements such that entry labels of statements occurring in different 
positions are different, and every exit label is an entry label of some 
statement in the flowchart. Exit labels are used to indicate what is the next 
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statement to be performed when the computation reaches that label. 
Computation starts at the first (i.e., leftmost) statement and terminates 
upon reaching the Halt statement. A precise semantics of deterministic 
flowcharts will be given in Section 3 (Definition 3.1). For SE DF, ISI 
denotes the number of atomic statements in S. 
Nondeterministicflowcharts in addition to the above items are allowed to 
use the following nondeterministic choice statement: 
(2.4) 1: xi := xjw or xk := x,u, 1’; 
where 1, I’ EN are labels, xi, xi, xk, x, are program registers, and 
w, u E { 0, 1 } *. Performing (2.4) results in nondeterministically choosing 
either of the two indicated assignments and executing it. 
Below we give an example of a nondeterministic flowchart 
SEARCH(x, v): 
0: if x = y then 1 else 2; 
1: Halt; 
2: x:=xOor x:=x1,0; 
This flowchart terminates in a o-algebra A G (0, 1 } * for an input x = a, 
y = b (a, b E A) iff there is a path from a to b completely contained in A. It 
will follow from the results of this paper that no deterministic flowchart is 
capable of performing this test. 
DL is the least set of expressions satisfying the following conditions: 
(2.5) Every first-order formula over 0 with equality is in DL. 
(2.6) if a, BE DL, x is a variable and S is a nondeterministic 
flowchart, then the following expressions are in DL: 
(la), (a A jI), (S)a, Vxa, 3xa. 
DDL is a subset of DL consisting of all DL formulas which contain only 
deteministic flowcharts. 
The expression (S) a means “there exists a terminating computation of 
S whose results satisfy a.” For a o-structure A and a E DL, A k a means 
“a holds in A.” 
Let SE DF have k registers x0, . . . . xk ~, , let A E { 0, 1 } * and let a E A’. 
Val(S, A, a) is the set of all b E A such that b occurs at least once in some 
register xi during the computation of S in A for the input a. 
Now we can state the main results of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. For every k E N and for every SE DF having k registers, 
IVal(S, T(n), a)1 < (ISI n)k3L+5, holds for all n E N and all a E ( T(n))k. 
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THEOREM 2. 3x Vy(SEARCH(x, y)) true is equivalent to no DDL- 
formula. 
More precisely, for every a E DDL there exists a a-structure A such that 
either (i) or (ii) holds: 
(i) A k a and A l# !lxVy(SEARCH(x, y)) true 
(ii) A l# c( and A + 3xVy(SEARCH(x, y)) true, 
where true is any formula constantly true, for example, x =x. 
The above result can be abbreviated as DDL < DL. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this section we fix SE DF and assume that S has k registers 
x0, . . . . xk _ r, for some k E N. We need more definitions for the proof. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A E (0, 1 }*, and let a E A“. A computation C of S 
in A, for the input a is a sequence of states (I,,, a’), (I,, a’), . . . such that 
(i) For every i< ICI, (li, a’) EN x Ak and Ii is a label in S. 
(ii) 1, is the label of the start instruction of S, and a0 = a. 
(iii) For every 0 <i< ICI, I,-, is not a label of the Halt statement, 
and (ri, a’) is obtained from its predecessor according to the following rules 
l if I,-,: x p := xjw, I’ occurs in S, then 1’ = Ii and a’ equals a’-’ 
except for the pth coordinate which is the result of applying term 
w  (in left to right order) to the jth coordinate of a’-‘; 
l if I,-, : if x,, = xi then 1’ else I” occurs in S, then a’ = a’- ’ and Ii is 
1’ or I”, depending on whether the pth and the jth coordinates of 
a ‘-’ are equal. 
(iv) If C is finite, then 1,,, _ I is a label of the Halt statement. 
Let Comp(S, A) be the set of all computations of S in A for all possible 
inputs. 
A type of a computation C is a sequence TC of labels lo, I,, . . . such that 
for all i< ICI, Ii is the first coordinate of Ci. TComp(S, A) = 
{TCICEComp(S, A)}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let L = I,, I,, . . . be a sequence of labels of S. A formal 
computation of S determined by L is a sequence of pairs (I,, to), (I,, t’), . . . . 
where to, t’, . . . are k-tuples of terms over (T defined as follows: 
ty = xi, for every i < k. 
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Let O<m<jLj, and i<k. Then 
ty= ti+‘, 
i 
ifI,-, is a label of if-then-else or Halt statement, 
t,” - ’ w, ifI,-, isalabelofxi:=xjw,l’. 
tT is said to be a content of the ith register xi of S at the mth step of a 
formal computation determined by L. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let bE A and MEN. We define V,,(b, M), the set of 
all values which are obtainable from b within at most M steps of any com- 
putation of S in A. More formally, b’ E Vs,,(b, M) iff there exist i, j< k, 
a E Ak, a computation C of S for the input a, and m, <m, < ICI such that 
(Vl) m,-m, CM, 
(V2) b occurs in the m, th step of C in the register xi, 
(V3) b’ occurs in the m,th step of C in the register xi, 
(V4) if TC = l,, I,, . . . and (I,, , PI), . . . . (I,,, t”*) is a formal com- 
putation of S determined by l,,, . . . . I,,, then P=xiw, for some 
J 
WE (0, l}*. 
The subscripts S and A will be omitted in VS.., if this does not lead to a 
confusion. For a set B c A we define V(B, M) = IJ { V(b, M) 1 b E B}. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let L be an initial fragment of a type in 
TComp(S, T(n)). A stiffness distribution of L is a function D,: Nk x Nk + 
N,,, defined as follows: 
For i, j < k with i #j, D,(i, j) is the least 0 < m < 1 L( such that 
(a) 1, _, is a label of a statement if x = x’ then 1, else 1’. 
(b) at the mth step of a formal computation of S determined by L 
the content of x is xiw and the content of x’ is xjw’ (or conversely), for 
some w, w’ E { 0, 1) *. 
If i = j, or if there is no such m, then set D,(i, j) = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let aE (T(n))k. A distribution of levels for a is a 
function F,: Nk + N, such that F,(i) = [ail, for i < k. 
The stiffness distribution D, describes the moments at which the com- 
putation passes through the yes-branch of a test, thereby establishing 
“visibility” conditions on an input in order to perform a computation 
whose type is L. The distribution of levels is simply an information about 
the levels of coordinates of the input in T(n). The important property of 
these two measures, used in the proof of the next result, is that stiffness 
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distribution and distribution of levels uniquely determine the type of a 
computation. 
LEMMA 3.6. For every S in DF having k registers, and for every p E N, 
) {LJ 1 LI < p, and L is an initial fragment of some type in 
TComp(S, T(n))}1 < nkpkck - ‘)/’ + I, holds for all n E N. 
Proof The conclusion immediately follows from the following claim. 
CLAIM. Let L, L’ be initial fragments of TC, TC’ for some computation 
C, C’ in Comp(S, T(n)) such that 
0) IL1 = IL’1 
(ii) DL = D,. 
(iii) C and C’ are computations for inputs with the same distribution of 
levels. Then L = L’. 
Proof of Claim. We prove by induction on m < IL1 that 
for all m<(LI, l,=ZL, (3.6.0) 
where I, and 1; are the mth elements of L and L’, respectively. 
For m = 0 this obviously holds since I, = IA = label of the start instruc- 
tion. Let 0 <: m < I LI, and assume that for all r < m, I, = 1:. 
If there exist t, j < k such that m = D,(i, j), then m = D,(i, j), and by 
(3.4a) I, = 1;. 
Let us assume now that for all i, j < k, m # Dt(i, j). The only nontrivial 
case to consider is the following: l,- 1 = 1; _ , is a label of if-then-else 
statement if x=x’ then 1 else I’. Suppose /, = /, ik = I’, and I# I’. 
Let xiw and xjw’ be contents of x and x’, respectively, at the mth step of 
a formal computation determined by L. Let a, a’ be inputs for C and c’, 
respectively, with the same distribution of levels. It follows that 
ajw = ajw’, a:w # ajw’, Iail = [ail, and lajl = Iajl. (3.6.1) 
Thus there exists exactly one 5 I E (0, 1) * such that 
either ai=ajt;, or aj=ait,, (3.6.2) 
and 
4 #ait, and a,I#a;t,. (3.6.3) 
Since m # D,(i, j), the first equality in (3.6.1) implies that 
0 < DL(i, j) cm. Let mO= D,(i, j). It follows that at the m,th step both 
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computations run through the yes-branch of the same if-then-else statement 
and therefore there must exist 1;* E (0, 1 }* such that 
either aj=uj(, or aj=aj=aitz (3.6.4) 
and 
either a;=aily, or aj=a;c2. (3.6.5) 
By (3.6.2) and (3.6.4) we have <, = r2. Then (3.6.3) and (3.6.5) provide 
us a contradiction. This shows 1, = IL, therby completing the proof of the 
claim. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let S be a deterministic flowchart with k registers. For 
0 < i < k let Gi: N + N be defined as follows: 
G,(n) is the maximal number m E N such that there exist i different values 
b 1, **., bie T(n) and a fragment C of a computation in Comp(S, T(n)) such 
that IC( = m, C has no repeating states, and b,, . . . . bi occur in every 
valuation of this fragment. 
Observe that G,(n) is defined for every n E N, and G,(n) < ISI 2k” and that 
G,(n) G IsI. 
LEMMA 3.8. For every 0 < i < k, 
G,(n) < ISI”’ ‘nk3Gi+ I (n)k3, 
holds for n E N. 
Proof: Let 0 < i < k and let n E N. Take any i element set BE T(n). Let 
C be a fragment of a computation in Comp(S, T(n)) without repeating 
states and such that every element of B occurs in every valuation of C. We 
claim: 
For every m < n, and for every state (I, a) of C, if there exists 
the mGi+ ,(n)th state (r’, a’) in C, counting from (1, a), then 
for every j < k, either Ial I 2 m, or a,! E V(B, mGi+ ,(n)). (3.8.1) 
For m = 0 (3.8.1) holds obviously. Let (3.8.1) hold for a certain m < n. 
Take any state (I, a) of C such that the next (m+ l)Gj+,(n) steps of the 
computation lie in C. Let (r’, a’) be the state of C obtained from (l, a) in 
the (m+ l)G,+,(n)th step. Let jtk and assume Iail Sm. 
If a; 4 B, then during the last Gi+ i(n) steps ai could not be stored in 
registers of S continuously. Therefore, after mGi+ I(n) steps counting from 
(5 a)) there must have occurred a value, say a”, such that Ia”1 < lajl, and ujl 
have been obtained from a” within Gi+ ,(n) steps. By the inductive 
assumption a” E I’(& mGi+ ,(n), and therefore a; E V(B, (m + l)Gi+ l(n)). 
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Let p(n) = (n + l)Gi+ l(n) and let V= V(B, p(n)). It follows immediately 
from (3.8.1): 
For every state (1, a) of C, if (l, a) is the M-th state of C, for 
some M 2 p(n), then for every j < k, uj E V. (3.8.2) 
By Lemma 3.6 we know that the number of all fragments of types of 
computations of S, whose length is at most p(n), does not exceed 
ISI n“~(n)~‘~- l)‘*+ ‘. Therefore 
IV1 < (SI r~~p(n)~‘~--)‘~+*< ISI r~~*+~G~+~(n)~*-~+~. (3.8.3) 
It follows from (3.8.2) that within the first p(n) + (SI ) T/Jk+ ’ steps of C at 
least one state must be repeated. Therefore, 
ICI <p(n)+ ISI lVlk-’ 
< (Sl2 1 vlk--i 
G ISI k+1nk’Gi+l(n)k3. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Go(n)<(jSI n)kY+4. 
Prooj Since G,(n) < ISI, the result immediately follows from 
Lemma 3.8. 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Take any 
a E ( T(n))k. Obviously, the computation of S for the input a generates new 
values only during the first G,(n) steps, since all the subsequent states will 
repeat previous states. Thus IVal(S, T(n), a)[ $ kG,-Jn), which is exactly the 
claim of Theorem 1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We start with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let K be a set of flowcharts and let A E {O, 1 }*. K is 
said to unwind in A if for every SE K there exists m E N such that for every 
finite C E Comp(S, A), 1 Cl 6 m holds. 
For WE (0, l}* let T*(w)= (24~ (0, l}*I3n~N3ui~ (0, l}*(lu,J < 
Iwl A U= w’%i)}. T*(w) results from T(lwl) by repeatedly connecting 
r( I WI) with r( I WI ) at the vertex determined by w. 
For a deterministic flowchart S and for a a-algebra A we define 
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TERMS(S, A) = {w E (0, 1 > * 1 for some register x of S, and for some 
L E TComp(S, A), xw occurs as a term in a formal computation of S deter- 
mined by L}. 
LEMMA 4.2. For every deterministic flowchart S there exists a deter- 
ministic flowchart s’ such that for every w E (0, I}*, if w # 
TERMS(S’, T(lwl)), then S unwinds in T*(w). 
Proof: It is convenient to view the set T*(w) as a union of blocks, 
&,, B,, . . . . where Bi = { w’u( 1~1 < 1~1, u # w}. Each Bi is essentially a copy 
of T((wJ). For aE Tag we say that a block Bi is accessible with respect 
to a, if for some j< k, ajE Biu Bi- , . A block which is not accessible is said 
to be remote. 
Let S be a deterministic flowchart and assume that it has k registers. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that every assignment statement 
of S is of the from 1: x := x’v, I’, where (VI < 1. The flowchart S’ simulates 
the behaviour of S as long as no value of a variable of S is in a block which 
is remote with respect to the input. More precisely, we will have a family of 
mappings fH,: Tag -+ T( I wl )k’, where k’ is the number of registers of S’. 
If x is a register of S and the value of x at some step of the computation of 
S in T*(w) for an input aE Tag is w”‘u, 1~1 < 1~1, then the value of x at 
the corresponding step of the computation of S’ in T( 1 WI) for the input 
f,(a) is U. The simulation terminates if the computation of S enters a 
remote block (with respect to its input). 
In order to simulate in r( ( WI) the computation performed by S in the 
infinite structure T*(w), we use &,(a) (and auxiliary registers) to encode 
some information about the relative position of blocks which are accessible 
with respect to a; namely, given two accessible blocks B, and Bj, we encode 
whether or not i= j+ 1. Since the number of accessible blocks is at most 
2k, this information is easy to encode. At every step of the simulation and 
for every register x of S we also keep track of which block contains the 
value of x. Finally, we can assume that we have two new registers zi, z2 
(i.e., they do not occur in S) and use them to store the values 1 (the empty 
string) and w, respectively (i.e., we set f,(a) to have in the coordinate 
corresponding to z, and z2 the values II and w, respectively, and ensure that 
S’ never changes these values). 
The rules of simulation are simple. A test x = y is performed by chacking 
if the values of x and y are in the same block, and if so, whether they are 
equal. After every assignment x := yv, 11~1 < 1, we check if the new value is 
equal to w  (by comparing it with z2). I f  this is the case, then either the new 
value enters a remote block (and we terminate the simulation), or else we 
set x to 1 (i.e., x := zr ). After each step we update the encoding if necessary. 
It is easy to see that if S enters a remote block during its computation in 
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T*(w) for an input a, then weTERMS(S’, T(Iwl)), and this term is 
generated by S’ during the computation for the input f,(a). Thus, if 
w  4 TERMS(S’, T( 1 WI)), then for every input a E Tag, S stays during its 
computation within accessible blocks. Since the number of accessible 
blocks is at most 2k, each of size 2 IWI + ‘, it follows that the length of every 
such terminating computation is at most m = (2’“” +*k)“ ISI. Thus S 
unwinds in T*(w). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let K be a finite set of deterministic flowcharts. There exists 
WE (0, l}* such that K unwinds in T*(w). 
Proof: Let K = (S,, . . . . S,}, and let S;, . . . . Sk be deterministic 
flowcharts which correspond to S,, . . . . S, by Lemma 4.2. For n E IV, let 
WE (0, l}* 1 IwI = n, WE c TERMS(S;, T(n)) 
i= 1 
It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.6 that there exists a polynomial 
p(n) such that 
I4n)l G P@L for all n E N. 
Let n, E N be such that p(kn,) < 2”O and let w  E (0, 1 } * be a string such 
that [WI = n, and w  #A(nO). By Lemma 4.2, K unwinds in T*(w). 
Now, this is a routine matter to complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let M: E DDL and let K be the set of all flowcharts which occur in a. Let 
w  E (0, 1 > * be a string provided by Lemma 4.3 for K. If T*(w) l# a then we 
are done. Hence, assume that T*(w) t= c(. Since every SE K unwinds in 
T*(w) it follows that if A is a o-structure which is elementarily equivalent 
with T*(w) (i.e., satisfies the same first-order properties as T*(w)), then 
A /= ~1. (A proof of the above claim we leave for the reader.) Next, let us 
introduce two new constants: c and d, and consider the following set of 
first-order formulas 
where Z, is the set of all first-order sentences true in T*(w). By the stan- 
dard application of the compactness argument (cf. Chang and Keisler, 1973) 
we conclude that there exists a model A for C. Thus A k c( and to com- 
plete the proof of Theorem 2 take any a E A. If a = c, then clearly there is 
no a terminating computation of SEARCH(a, d) in A. However, if a # c, 
then there is no a terminating computation of SEARCH(a, c) in A. This 
shows that A l# 3x Vy < SEARCH(x, y) > true. 
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